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Air pegasus 83/30

Nike sees red with the latest iteration of the Air Pegasus 83/30. The vintage silhouette run by Nike's legendary Air Pegasus combines a classic silhouette with modern technology. Originally the Nike Air Pegasus 83/30 receives an incognito treatment with this new black and wolf grey July 30, 2014 11,067 Hypes For the summer season, Nike revives the Air
Pegasus 83/30 in an impressive Royal Blue colorway. Brave Blue is the latest color way to hit the Nike Air Pegasus 83/30 silhouette. The shoe featuring Nike's Air Pegasus 83/30 is back with a new mineral teal colorway that makes us wish it was September 27, 2013 15.299 Hypes Nike Air Pegasus 83/30, a hybrid tribute to the Air Pegasus line, is now
available on July 10, 2013 11,913 Hypes One of Nike's iconic operating silhouettes, the Nike Air Pegasus '83 continues to celebrate its 30th load more The Nike Air Pegasus 83/30 is a classic shoe. The design has been updated with the innovative Phylon cushioning and the top of the sewing-free mesh for improved breathability and everyday comfort. The
retro shoe is comfortable and ideal for running or just casual fashion. Available in different colors. You can get them in the US on Amazon and Nike or in Europe at Asphaltgold DescriptionOdsAns name suggests this latest version from Nike celebrates the 30th birthday of Pegasus, updating the original silhouette of '83 thanks to the latest operating
technology. The original shape remains, but the top is made of over-the-top eyes that are both light and powerful, with an EVA midsole offering cushioning performance, resulting in a shoe that holds on to the ethos of the original. Hyperfuse UppersCushioned EVA MidsoleOriginal SilhouetteMesh UnderlaysStyle Code: 599482-411 Air
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